Nowadays, micromagnetic simulations are a common tool for studying a wide range of different magnetic phenomena, including the ferromagnetic resonance. A technique for evaluating reliability and validity of different micromagnetic simulation tools is the simulation of proposed standard problems. We propose a new standard problem by providing a detailed specification and analysis of a sufficiently simple problem. By analyzing the magnetization dynamics in a thin permalloy square sample, triggered by a well defined excitation, we obtain the ferromagnetic resonance spectrum and identify the resonance modes via Fourier transform. Simulations are performed using both finite difference and finite element numerical methods, with OOMMF and Nmag simulators, respectively. We report the effects of initial conditions and simulation parameters on the character of the observed resonance modes for this standard problem. We provide detailed instructions and code to assist in using the results for evaluation of new simulator tools, and to help with numerical calculation of ferromagnetic resonance spectra and modes in general. 
frequency f to determine the magnetization precession amplitude in response to the system. If the precession amplitude is small, the power absorption of the microwave field would be small as the excitation frequency does not couple well to the set of natural frequencies of the system. This method is conceptually simple but computationally very demanding as, for every frequency f , the micromagnetic simulation needs to compute the time evolution of the system's magnetization after the transient dynamics has been damped and steady magnetization precession is reached. This will only provide one point on the frequency-absorption curve and only a micromagnetic simulation software that supports a time dependent external magnetic field can be used.
Ringdown method:
21 the system is perturbed from its equilibrium state by applying a short-lived and sufficiently weak excitation, followed by simulation and recording of the magnetization dynamics. Resonance frequencies and corresponding modes are extracted by performing the Fourier transform on the recorded data. This is an efficient way to determine the eigenmodes of the system.
Eigenvalue method:
22 instead of simulating the time evolution of the system's magnetization as in the methods above, the problem is represented as an eigenvalue problem, whose solutions provide the frequencies (eigenvalues) and mode shapes (eigenvectors) of the system. This method requires specialist software that is not widely available.
Our goal is to establish a standard problem to serve as a benchmark against which future simulation tools and computational studies of the FMR can be compared and validated. In this standard problem proposal, we will follow the second (ringdown) method, which is supported by most micromagnetic packages and compare its output with the third (eigenvalue) method. We provide a detailed standard problem description and specification as well as the complete set of computational steps and code repository 23 in order to make it easily reproducible and accessible to a wide community. Parts of the code repository can also be used as an example to compute FMR data and modes from micromagnetic simulations. It is hoped that this work will aid the development of micromagnetic simulations of systems undergoing FMR and support and drive experimental efforts.
Sec. II introduces and motivates the choice of the FMR standard problem, and introduces the frequency spectrum computed in different ways. Sec. III provides a more detailed dis-cussion including computation of the normal mode shape, the eigenvalue problem approach as an alternative way of computing the frequency spectrum and normal modes, and a systematic study of the dependence of the results on variations in the simulation parameters such as damping, relaxation of the initial state, nature of the perturbation and mesh discretization. We close with a summary in Sec. IV. The Appendix provides more details on parameters used in the Nmag simulations, the eigenvalue approach and simulation results obtained in the absence of demagnetization effects.
II. SELECTION AND DEFINITION OF STANDARD PROBLEM A. Problem definition
We choose a cuboidal thin film permalloy sample measuring 120 × 120 × 10 nm 3 , as shown in Fig. 1 . The choice of a cuboid is important as it ensures that the finite difference method employed by OOMMF does not introduce errors due to irregular boundaries that cannot be discretized well. 24 We choose the thin film geometry to be thin enough so that the variation of magnetization dynamics along the out-of-film direction can be neglected.
Material parameters based on permalloy are shown in Table I . An external magnetic bias field H ext with magnitude H ext = 80 kA/m is applied along the direction e = (1, 0.715, 0) (at 35.56
• to the x-axis), i.e. H ext = H ext · e/|e| ≈ (65.1, 46.5, 0) kA/m as shown in Fig. 1 .
We choose the external magnetic field direction slightly off the sample diagonal in order to break the system's symmetry and thus avoid degenerate eigenmodes.
First, we initialize the system with a uniform out-of-plane magnetization m 0 = (0, 0, 1).
The system is allowed to relax for 5 ns, which was found to be sufficient time to obtain a well-converged equilibrium magnetization configuration. We refer to this stage of simulation as the relaxation stage, and its final relaxed magnetization configuration is saved to serve as the initial configuration for the next dynamic stage. Conceptually, what is required to find the relaxed state is to minimize the system's energy in the presence of an external magnetic bias field, taking into account exchange and demagnetization energy contributions. We note that there are other ways of obtaining this configuration, including energy minimization (as for example supported by OOMMF), or solution of the LLG without the precession term (as supported by Nmag). Because we want to use a well defined method that is supported by all simulation tools, we minimize the system's energy by integrating the LLG equation
with a large, quasistatic Gilbert damping α = 1 for 5 ns. The use of any of these methods is expected to lead to the same relaxed equilibrium magnetization configuration.
In the next step (dynamic stage), a simulation is started using the equilibrium magnetization configuration from the relaxation stage as the initial configuration. Now, the direction of an external magnetic field is altered to e = (1, 0.7, 0), i.e. H ext = H ext (e/|e|) ≈ (65.5, 45.9, 0) kA/m. This corresponds to a rotation of the bias field to 35
• with respect to the x-axis. Due to the change in x and y components of the external magnetic field, the initial magnetization configuration is now out of equilibrium. Consequently, the system tends to relax towards the lowest energy configuration in the presence of a new external magnetic field. This simulation stage runs for T = 20 ns while the (average and spatially resolved) magnetization M (t) is recorded every ∆t = 5 ps. The Gilbert damping in this dynamic simulation stage is α = 0.008. Using the recorded data, a Fourier transform is performed to produce the FMR spectrum and obtain eigenfrequencies (and the eigenmodes). Spatially resolved transformations allow examination of the shapes of the modes (see Sec. II C).
Simulation parameters for both stages of the simulation are given in Tab. I.
B. Problem Selection
In this section, we address the selection criteria for the standard problem, and give an explanation of how each is met within the proposed framework:
1. Initial magnetization configuration. This standard problem is defined in two stages:
(i) relaxation stage and (ii) dynamic stage. The purpose of the relaxation stage is to bring the system into a well defined state. Starting from an initial uniform out-ofplane magnetization m 0 = (0, 0, 1) combined with the in-place bias field H 0 , the system transitions into a "relaxed" state in an attempt to reach a (local) energy minimum.
The relaxed state is used as the initial configuration for the dynamic stage.
2. Excitation of system. Apart from being reproducible, the perturbation or excitation field must be sufficiently large to excite magnetization dynamics, yet be small enough so that the system remains in the linear regime. This is achieved by altering the direction of the bias field, as a simple practical approach that does not require time-dependent applied fields. The power spectrum obtained is specific for the chosen excitation, and thus the excitation is a key part of the problem definition. All simulations tools, even the ones that do not support time-dependent external magnetic fields, are expected to be able to excite the system in this manner. 
C. Data Analysis
We outline two different ways to compute the power spectrum of the simulated system. In this case, the observable we use is the spatially averaged magnetization M r (t), as it is easily accessible in all known simulation tools. Using a discrete Fourier transform, 25 we can obtain the power spectrum of the average magnetization in the frequency domain.
As the dynamic simulation progresses, at uniform time steps t k , we record the spatially averaged magnetization M r (t k ), where t k = k∆t with ∆t = 5 ps, and k = 1, 2, . . . , N , with N = 4000 being the number of time steps. However, we only consider the y-component of spatially averaged magnetization M y r (t k ) to compute the power spectrum S y (f ) using
According to the chosen parameter values, the sampling frequency is f s = 1/∆t = 50 MHz, which implies that the maximum frequency that can be sampled (Nyquist frequency 25 ) is f N = 2f s = 100 GHz. We term this approach "method 1". It requires that the discrete Fourier transform is performed once (on the time series of the average magnetization) in order to compute the power spectrum S y (f ). 
)
Ly ny , 2.5 nm) with m = 1, 2, . . . , n x , p = 1, 2, . . . , n y , and L x = L y = 120 nm.
In the remainder of this work, we have used n x = 24 and n y = 24. For simplicity and generality, we label the sampling points r m,p as r j , with j = 1, 2, . . . , n x n y .
We term this approach "method 2", and compute the local power spectrum
for each of the recorded signals (i.e. for each position r j ), with
By averaging the local power spectra S y (r j , f ), we obtaiñ
Both entities S y (f ) andS y (f ) are shown in Fig 
Phase information
In order to understand the precession of a resonance mode q at a particular frequency f q across the extent of a thin film, we need to extract the phase information from the spatially resolved Fourier transform. We start with the complex Fourier coefficient F y (r j , f q ) which represents the contribution of the frequency f q to the time series of the magnetization ycomponent M y (r j , t) of the magnetization dynamics at position r j . In our discrete Fourier transform, we have a set of N complex Fourier coefficients F y (r j , f ) at discrete frequencies Using the spatially resolved approach, one can plot the power spectrum coefficients S y (r j , f q ) as a function of position r j for the normal mode frequency f q to represent both the power amplitude and phase of the normal mode q, as described in Sec. II C 1. Figure 4 shows the spatial resolution of the resonance mode at f 1 = 8.1 GHz with both the amplitude |S|(r j , f 1 ) and phase information arg(S)(r j , f 1 ) for x, y and z magnetization components that were calculated from the OOMMF simulation using Eq. (5). The magnetization precession is present in all three directions, with the highest amplitude in the y-direction as expected since the largest external bias field perturbation is performed along the y-direction. A resonance mode also exists in the z-direction, F z (r j , f ). The precession of the moments describes an ellipse around the bias field, which has greatest amplitude in the x − y plane, with the component in z being smaller due to the demagnetization field.
B. Eigenvalue method results
An alternative approach to calculating the normal modes is to linearize the LLG equation for the studied system around its equilibrium state; the normal modes of the resulting linear system of equations can then be determined by solving an eigenvalue problem. This approach does not require running and post-processing of a dynamic micromagnetic simulation, and is thus a good way to check the veracity of the results. A detailed description of this method providing resonance frequencies and normal mode shapes can be found in Ref. 22 .
We have extended the method to be able to also compute the FMR spectrum of the simulated system, and report the new methodology in Appendix B not to distract from the results obtained with the method. Table II shows the first fifteen resonance frequencies, calculated with the eigenvalue approach using a finite difference discretization with cell size 5 × 5 × 5 nm, matching the simulation parameters used by OOMMF. The spatial distribution of these modes are plotted in Fig. 6 . The power density spectrum, and thus the amplitude of each mode excited during the simulation, is dependent upon the perturbation of the system. Using the method described in Appendix B 4, we compute the coupling of the used excitation to each mode and reconstruct the spectrum shown in Fig. 7 , demonstrating an excellent agreement between the ringdown method and the eigenvalue method.
Finally, we show the comparison of the spatial profiles generated by the ringdown and eigenvalue methods. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the three lowest frequency modes, demonstrating excellent agreement for the two modes visible in Fig. 3 . This agreement gets worse as the frequency of the normal modes increases and their amplitude in the ringdown method decreases, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio; above 14 GHz the data quality is not sufficient to make a meaningful comparison. Nevertheless, the close agreement of results demonstrates the equivalence of these two approaches.
C. Falsification Properties
In defining a standard problem, it is useful to investigate how changing the parameters of the simulation will distort the results. This is intended to allow users to isolate inconsistencies within their own simulations when attempting to reproduce the output of this problem.
Damping Parameter
The magnitude of the Gilbert damping parameter during ringdown method determines the time taken for the system to reach its stable configuration. However, this did not affect the resonance frequencies produced by the Fourier transform, except in the strongly damped case where α ≥ 0.1. Figure 9 shows the power spectrum produced by the simulation for α = 10 −1 , 10 −2 , 10 −3 and 10 −4 . As the damping parameter is decreased, the peaks become narrower and taller as expected. For the highest damping the spectrum is heavily suppressed, showing only two broad features, with the 11.25 GHz mode barely visible above the tails of the 8.25 GHz mode. In this case the system is approaching overdamping; if we choose a large damping of α = 1 then no precession occurs and the Fourier transform shows no peaks. As damping decreases extra peaks begin to form, for example at f ≈ 12 GHz and 13.5 GHz. At lower dampings the intensity of these features increases, but never surpasses that observed for the two dominant modes.
Relaxation Time
This standard problem definition (see Sec. II A) asks that the computation of the relaxed configuration should be carried out by integrating the damped equation of motion for 5ns.
In this subsection, we explore how the obtained frequency spectrum changes if a shorter period is used. Figure 10 shows that starting the dynamic simulation stage from an improperly converged configuration from the relaxation stage causes significant instability within the system. Although there are still peaks at the resonance frequencies for relaxation times shorter than 5ns, there are also many other peaks corresponding to domains aligned in other directions relaxing back to align with the bias field. The frequency of the normal modes does not change, but the strength of the contributions from spurious modes is too large to allow a meaningful analysis. The importance of allowing the relaxation stage sufficient time to reach a converged state is clear; the difference occurs because the the system dynamics contains the components that exist as a consequence of the system tending to reach the equilibrium state during the dynamic stage of simulation. We can see that the curves for 500 ps and 5000 ps produce very similar results.
Relaxation Stage Perturbation Angle
The problem definition (Sec. II A) suggests a change of 0.56
• between the bias field in the relaxation and dynamic stage. Figure 11 shows the effect of changing the perturbation angle between bias field in the relaxation and dynamic stages from 0.1
Changing the perturbation angle of the bias field changes the amount of energy supplied to the system in the initial excitation, which manifests as a greater area under the power spectrum curve (not shown). If the perturbation angle is too small (< 0.1 • ), no peaks are observed above the noise level of the power spectrum. Conversely, if the perturbation angle is too large the system deviates significantly from the equilibrium state, and additional modes form, leading to a distorted power spectrum. While the resonance frequency does not significantly change, the spectrum is eventually dominated by these other features and modes. At such high perturbations both Nmag and OOMMF show a slight drop in resonant frequency.
Spatial Discretization
In micromagnetics, it is generally recommended to keep the cell size smaller than the exchange length, and for this standard problem, we use a cell with an edge length of 5 nm.
The effects of changing the cell size from 2.5 nm to 120 nm are shown in Fig. 12 . Decreasing the resolution of the mesh (increasing the size of the tetrahedra in FE or cuboids in FD)
causes the divergence between FD and FE codes. This is to be expected, as the differing approach to calculation of demagnetization field is one of the key differences between the two approaches. In OOMMF the frequency of the low frequency mode decreases, while the frequency of the main edge mode increases. This comes about due to changes in relative importance of demagnetization effects from the edge of the sample, with fewer nodes near the boundaries the sample becomes more like an idealized infinite thin film.
In both codes, high frequency features are suppressed with increasing element size. These correspond to higher order modes that cannot form if there are too few elements to support their spatial variation. It is well known that choice of an appropriate mesh discretization is crucial in computational micromagnetics, an aphorism that is well supported by these results. The deviation of resonant frequency with mesh resolution therefore suggests that a resolution comparable to the exchange length in permalloy (∼ 5 nm) is appropriate. We can also see that OOMMF's finite difference approach is more robust than Nmag's finite element based result here.
D. Comparison of Simulation Methodologies
For the standard problem defined above with a cell size of 5 × 5 × 5 nm 3 , the deviations between finite difference and finite element methods for both the resonance frequencies are noticeable, as shown in Fig. 13 , reaching 0.2 GHz for the low frequency mode, and 0.4 GHz at the higher frequency. Note that in the case of the tetrahedra used in the finite element method this means that space is divided into 6 tetrahedra that together form a cube of In FD the computation takes place at the center of a series of cuboids used to build the sample, while in FEM it takes place at the nodes of the mesh tetrahedra. While tetrahedra give significantly better approximations to irregular shapes than the cuboids, computing values on vertices is problematic when the values of the demagnetization tensor vary sharply.
If the mesh is not fine enough to accurately resolve the change, the effective fields will be calculated less accurately, and spurious results will be produced. In this simulation, the error arises from contributions from the top and bottom surfaces of the film, and a fourfold increase in resolution in the z-direction brings the FDM simulations into agreement with the FEM, at the cost of significantly increasing the runtime. This problem could also be alleviated through the use of a spatially varying mesh density, placing more mesh nodes in the regions near the surfaces to accurately sample the demagnetization tensor.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A standard problem for micromagnetic simulations of ferromagnetic resonance in a thin film has been introduced. FMR is a technique that is widely used for material characterization and the study of spin transfer phenomena. While micromagnetic simulations are able to provide insightful analysis and prediction of FMR experiments, it is not trivial to conduct those simulations. With this paper, we provide step by step instructions and specific parameters and results that can be used to validate simulation tools before they are applied to new problems.
We provide performance data from two popular micromagnetics packages (OOMMF and in the dynamic simulation stage. The improved tolerances remove the numerical noise from the average magnetization time evolution, but increases the running time. The full scripts to run the simulations are available.
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Appendix B: Eigenvalue approach
In this Appendix, we provide a brief summary of the eigenvalue method described in
Ref. 22 , with modifications required to compute the Gilbert damping and excitation dependent FMR spectrum of the system along with the resonance frequencies and corresponding normal modes.
The dynamics of the micromagnetic system is governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
whereÂ is a positive definite Hermitian operator. The normal modesṽ and frequencies f of the linearized equation can be found from the eigenvalue problem
The left-hand side of this eigenvalue problem also contains a Hermitian operator describing the uniform precessionBv = −i m 0 ×ṽ, however it is not positive definite (its eigenvalues are ±1).
Because of the energy conservation, the oscillation frequencies f k that satisfy this eigenvalue problem will be real and the normal modesṽ k corresponding to different frequencies will be orthogonal. These properties enable the efficient numerical solution of Eq. (B5); the eigenvalues f are the resonant frequencies and the complex magnitudes of the eigenvectorsṽ are the normal mode amplitude plots (the complex phase ofṽ corresponds to the phase of the oscillations at the corresponding sites).
However, in order to compute the FMR spectrum via the eigenvalue approach, we have to consider the more complicated case of non-zero damping.
Linearized equation with damping -perturbative analysis
For the case of sufficiently small non-zero damping α, a perturbative analysis can be performed to determine the corrections to the eigenvalues. In this case, eigenvalues have the form λ = i2πf − 1/τ , where τ is the characteristic time for the mode to decay to 1/e of its starting amplitude value. It turns out that to the first order, the resonance frequencies are unchanged, and the damping times can be found using a relatively simple analytic calculation without solving the perturbed eigenvalue equation numerically. 22 Additionally, the coupling between the perturbed normal modes is small if their frequencies are sufficiently separated -this property will be useful for the calculation of the FMR spectrum. We have found that for our test system, which has a low damping constant, the damping times computed using both the perturbative method and the numerical method (from the next section) are very close; up to the 4 digits shown in Table 6 the results are identical for both methods.
Linearized equation with damping -numerical solution
To compute the actual FMR spectrum, we have to derive the linearized equation in the presence of damping, and solve the corresponding eigenvalue problem. The derivation of the linearized equation with damping is straightforward but slightly tedious. We skip this derivation and instead compute the linearized equation using a numerical differentiation trick.
For the linearized equation, we have to compute the directional derivativê
For the test problem, the components of the effective field (demagnetization, exchange, bias)
are all either constant, or linear functions of m; therefore as a function of , L(m 0 + v) is a degree 3 polynomial (the highest degree coming from the damping term m × m × H eff ). This means that a numerical differentiation rule of order 3 or higher will compute the derivative
Linearized equation with damping -spectrum computation
The previous sections outlined the method used to compute the frequencies and normal mode shapes for the linearized equation, with or without damping. In this section we describe the subsequent computation of the FMR spectrum, which also depends on the initial state of the system. To determine the contributions of each normal mode to the total spectrum, we have to compute the coupling between the initial state and the normal modes in the presence of damping. More precisely, let n be the total number of the degrees of freedom (for a mesh with N nodes, n = 3N ). Letṽ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n be the set of eigenvalues (normal modes) without damping,ṽ 
Once the coefficients C i are known, the full solution of the linearized equation (B2) is
Given this full analytic solution, we can then calculate the spectrum using either of the methods described in Sec. II C. Unfortunately, this expansion requires the knowledge of the complete set of eigenvectorsṽ
i , which is numerically unfeasible to compute. Instead, we will attempt to reconstruct the spectrum based on the first k perturbed modes with the lowest frequencies (we used k = 40). We would like to do this by finding the "best"
We will look for this approximation in the subspace spanned by the first k non-perturbed normal modesṽ i , with k > k (we used k = 60). Due to the frequency separation property mentioned earlier, we can expect that this restriction will not affect the residue (the highfrequency modes will not measurably contribute to the low-frequency spectrum). When restricted to this subspace, we arrive at a system of k equations with k unknowns c i
This linear system is overspecified but any residue will only contain the high-frequency modes with frequencies above f k , which don't contribute to the spectrum for frequencies below f k that we are trying to compute. We solve this linear system with a standard linear leastsquares (linear regression) method, allowing the determination of the coupling coefficients c i and thus the full solution Eq. (B8).
Appendix C: Simulations without Demagnetization
In this section, we show the results of this standard problem in a setup where only the exchange and the applied Zeeman effective fields are considered. In particular, the demagnetization energy has been ignored. Figure 15 shows the power spectrum of a simulation carried out with demagnetization effects disabled in OOMMF and Nmag. The data has been obtained using the ringdown method. It can be seen that the two packages are in excellent agreement, producing only one mode at 2.8 GHz. In the absence of the demagnetization energy, we obtain this single mode corresponding to coherent precession of the magnetization as shown in Fig. 15 . This matches the result from the Kittel equation for a material when demagnetization energy contribution is neglected, for which:
yields f = 2.81 GHz.
As the simulation starts from a uniform, well-converged state only the lowest order, uniform, mode is observed. Modes located at the edge of the sample are suppressed due to the absence of demagnetization.
As discussed in Sec. III D differences can arise between simulations performed using the finite difference and finite element approaches due to their handling of demagnetization effects at the film boundaries. The data above shows that both approaches produce very similar spectra in the absence of demagnetization effects. We stress that this information Comparison of the resonance spectra calculated using method 1 [|F y (f )|, from Eq. 
